Econ 135: ESSENTIAL ADMINISTRATIVE DETAILS FOR ECONOMICS COURSES!

1. Enrollment inquiries go straight to Preston Mui: <headgsi@econ.berkeley.edu>.
2. Preston Mui can sometimes do things if he is contacted in the first week.
3. For more information & to learn the answers to the Frequently Asked Questions about enrollment in economics courses, surf to: <https://www.econ.berkeley.edu/undergrad/home/enrollment-procedures>.
4. If that is not enough bureaucracy about enrollment, there is a campus enrollment FAQ page as well that may be helpful: <https://sis.berkeley.edu/help/enrollment-faq>.
5. I apologize for all the hurdles: (1) the campus has been under severe financial pressure for more than a decade now, as a result of (2) the Near-Second Great Depression of 2008-2012 & of (3) ex-Governor Jerry Brown's social democratic belief that funding for Berkeley increases inequality in California; (4) the bureaucracy is the result of our attempt to match scarce classroom seats with student demand; but (5) we ought, by now, to be doing better at this than we are...
6. FIRST LECTURE T Jan 21
7. Lectures & midterms: TTh 09:30am-11:00 Birge50
8. All scheduled sections meet.
9. Attendance at discussion section Jan 22, Jan 23, & Jan 27 is MANDATORY. Fail to show up for section, YOU WILL BE DROPPED, & your place will be given to someone on the waitlist
10. Students with DSP accommodations need to let us know (& obtain their accommodation letters) ASAP via
email to <delong@econ.berkeley.edu> with "Econ 135: DSP Accomodation" as the subject line.

11. I get 500 emails a day. They are triaged by the state-of-the-art AI technology of Alphabet, Inc. But state-of-the-art AI technology is not all that good. Emails sent to <delong@econ.berkeley.edu> with "Econ 135:" as the beginning of the subject line will get to the right place. Emails sent to other email addresses or with different beginnings to the subject line may not.

12. The Student Learning Center (SLC) offers study-group & drop-in tutoring. Other tutoring options exist as well. For tutoring information, surf to: <https://www.econ.berkeley.edu/undergrad/home/tutoring>